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FOOD
What's a proper picnic without food? Not
much of one! Keep it simple, though - finger
foods mean you don't need many dishes, and
premade items like sandwiches are easy to
pack and transport to your local park. Our go-to
menu is a bag of washed grapes or other fresh
fruit, some hearty sandwiches, and crackers or
chips. Don't forget your water bottles!

VENUE
A picnic at the top of a neat mountain hike is
fun, but don't underestimate a nearby park,
or even your own backyard. As long as the
weather is good, you can picnic anywhere with
some shade and a good patch of grass, as long
as there isn't a "No trespassing" sign! Make
sure that the location allows animals if you
want to bring along your pets.

FAMILY & FRIENDS
Maybe your best company is a good book.
Maybe you'd rather picnic with some good
friends, or your family. Maybe you'll even take
both! Whatever the case may be, make sure
you let everyone know when you're heading
out for your picnic so they can pack some
baskets of their own and meet you there. A
headcount will also help make sure you have
enough blankets to go around, so no one is
stuck sitting on scratchy grass.

FUN
The best picnics provide something to do
beyond just eating. Whether you pick a park
with a volleyball court and bring a ball, set up
a pinata, or pack a set of cards with your lunch
(we like UNO and Phase Ten), make sure you
have something ready for your guests to enjoy.
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idsDoc TIP
The LE/CD Good Faith Analysis
I
DS, Inc. is always striving to meet the needs of our clients regarding their doc prep and document
compliance. One way we help do this is with our Good Faith Analysis, a report that can be run in
idsDoc on any document package that includes the LE/CD. The Good Faith Analysis pulls the fees in
the package into one
convenient document,
helping clients evaluate
their docs to avoid costly
tolerance violations and
ensure that if tolerance
cures are necessary they
are correct.
To run a Good Faith Analysis, simply go to the
"Fees" page in idsDoc and
select "LE/CD Good Faith
Analysis." The completed
report can then be found
on the Order Status page
with any other documents
you have ordered in the
package.

IDS, Inc is proud to announce our placement
in the HousingWire TECH100, 2019.
The fifth time we have won this award,
we are delighted to continue
providing quality document
preparation solutions
to mortgage lenders.
This year, IDS
was recognized
for our hybrid
e C l o s e
platform and
our
LE/CD
Good
Faith
Analysis,
a
report compiled
on every ordered
document
that
helps
lenders
avoid costly tolerance
violations and cures.
"We appreciate the recognition from
HousingWire, and we will continue to
strive for excellence as we move into the

coming year," said IDS VP Mark Mackey.
He continued, "We have always aimed
to provide the best service and software
possible to our clients and we
look forward to continuing."
IDS has continued to
enhance its eClose
platform and has
upgraded
its
client support
software
to
enable
our
client support
teams
in
their
goals
to assist IDS
clients with their
doc prep needs in
an efficient manner.
Additionally, IDS has
plans to provide an eNote
and complete eMortgage in the
future, continuing its strides forward as an
innovator of compliant doc prep software.
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